
Spelling Words and Sentences
List E-8: /ch/, /sh/, and /j/ Sounds

1.  refrigerator Cathleen opened the refrigerator only to find that there was no milk left for breakfast.

2.  fortune You can win a fortune on that game show!

3.  culture In college Mary planned to study Chinese culture.

4.  capture The field scientist observed a hawk capture a mouse with its sharp, clawed feet. 

5.  mansion Can you imagine what it would have been like to live in that old English mansion?

6.  question George looked like he wanted to ask a question, but he kept quiet instead.

7.  patient I cannot believe how patient you are with so many young children in your care!

8.  vacation Samantha's family went on a vacation to the Grand Canyon during spring break. 

9.  initial Bethany's middle initial is “A” for Anne. 

10.  precious Looking at the precious baby in the cradle, Kelsey was in awe that she was a big sister.

11.  vision Many people need eye glasses in order to improve their vision.

12.  correction I would like to make a correction to the facts you just presented.

13.  genius The scientific discoveries he has already made in his young life qualify him as a genius!

14.  giraffe A giraffe has a heart that weighs twenty pounds and is about two feet long!

15.  challenge This season will be a huge challenge for our school's football team.

16.  hinge The door hinge gave a loud squeak as Kyle pushed it open slowly.

17.  advantage Sometimes there is definitely an advantage to being the youngest child in the family!

18.  college Veronica's hard work paid off when she was awarded a scholarship to college. 

19.  lotion The dry winter air made Molly's skin itchy and in need of lotion.

20.  general The general rule in this store says: “If you break it, you buy it!”

21.  sincere Evan always seemed sincere in everything he said. 

22.  choose There are so many wonderful ice cream flavors, I don't know what to choose!

23.  medicine The doctor prescribed a medicine that would ease the pain in Grandpa's back.

24.  cherish I hope you cherish every moment of this trip-of-a-lifetime!

25.  shambles Jayden's bedroom was in shambles, and his mother told him to clean up the mess.
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